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‘border crossings’ Project

‘border crossings’ is an archaeology of the present. By using stories and narratives as our main resource, we aim to fuel alternative ways of seeing across a broad 

range of physical and cultural contexts. Led by a collective of Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists working together, produce a significant body of work that 

transcends colonial politics and artmaking.

The border crossings’ first iteration in 2017, funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation SEED grant culminated in an interactive multimedia installation, through a 

combination of documentary audio, photographs, text, collage, objects and songs. Gallery visitors were invited to explore the participants’ stories and share their 
own.

Through the generous support of the Ontario Trillium Foundation, continuing into the GROW phase (2019-2021), the project will extend increased access to 

unique experiences for Mississauga residents and visitors, collaborations and newer ways to present art to new audiences; and engagement of individuals from 

FIRST NEW and NEXT communities.

This report reflects the progress made in 2019, known as year 1 of the ‘border crossings’ Project



Key Findings

Relationship / Social Skills & NetworkingRelationship / Social Skills & Networking

This project evaluation was able to generate rich data regarding stakeholder’s’ experiences throughout ‘border crossing” Project activities. 

The findings indicate that the ‘border crossings’ Project is adding value to the community in a number of ways, including: 

• Vast interactions and dialogue with community members, resulting in increased story sharing and alignment with the ‘border crossings’ Project concept. 
• Creation of an open, safe space in which participants were able to share their own personal borders. Through analysis of participant stories, the 

following border themes were most common: geographical, mental, emotional, acceptance, sexual identity, relationship, indigenous awareness, 

discrimination, age and gender

• Community partnerships and relationships were key in creating awareness regarding the ‘border crossings’ project.
• A strong social media strategy that takes an informative approach on issues experienced by participants in the program results in increased 

engagement

• Using a consistent evaluation tool throughout programming can serve to provide information on project successes, challenges and areas of 

improvement.



Evaluation Methodology

Relationship / Social Skills & NetworkingRelationship / Social Skills & Networking

For the 2019 programmatic year, a mixed-research methodology was used to measure the impact of the ‘border crossing’ Project. This evaluation sought to determine 

the impact on the following question(s): 

1) From the perspective of key stakeholders, what has been the value add of the ‘border crossings’ Project as it relates to improving the life of project participants

Methodology



Evaluation Limitations

Relationship / Social Skills & NetworkingRelationship / Social Skills & Networking

There are limitations to the project evaluation for Year 1 (2019), due to the fact that the evaluation was performed after the execution of the 2019 Project Year and only 

passed documentation could be used to evaluate the perceived participant outcomes of the ‘border crossing’ Project. 

In addition, a pilot survey was conducted, however the survey sample size was very small and not statistically representative of the broader community that is engaged 

with the ‘border crossings’ Project.

Community partnerships created as a result of the ‘border crossing’ model have not been assessed to determine the value of the relationship and monitor the 

development of these partnerships throughout the duration of the project.

Limitations



‘border crossings’ Evaluation

Relationship / Social Skills & NetworkingRelationship / Social Skills & NetworkingRelationship / Social Skills & Networking

Approximately 6,200 INDIRECT participants of ‘border crossings’ project.

Indirect participants were engaged in the ‘border crossings’ Project through the Bollywood Monster Mash-

Comic Arts Festival, Latin Festival, Unique Podcast Downloads and visitors to the AGM.

1,231 participants were DIRECTLY engaged through the ‘border crossings’ Project through workshops, 
events, community exchange initiatives and the podcast.

A total of 33 artist led workshops organized by community artists had the purpose of improving social 

addition to collaborating with community artists, community partnerships were also established and 



Social Media Evaluation
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108 social media post reached an audience of 12,261 and resulted in 688 direct engagements.

The ‘border crossing’ Project used three different social media channels (Facebook, Instagram and Twitter) 
channels were used to create awareness on issues and provide information on activities related to the 

Informative posts were deemed the most engaging, especially the posts creating awareness on indigenous 

information on ‘border crossings’ Project activities. Although these topics received the most engagement 
media audience on the following themes: indigenous cultural awareness, LGBTQ2S+ awareness, cultural 

32% of social media posts promoted and strengthened ‘border crossing’ partnerships within the community 
and created awareness and Indigenous and Non-indigenous artists from the community. 



Participant Impact 

83% of program participants resided in the Mississauga 
community.

17% of ‘border crossings’ Project participants were new to the AGM.

The remaining 83% of participants had previously been involved with the 

AGM and 89% of the previously involved participants stated they were 

involved with the AGM more than once a year.

Community Reach

AGM Engagement

‘border crossing’ Project 
Awareness

36% 36% 27%
of program respondents became aware of the ‘border crossing’ Project through…

the AGM other organizations word of mouth (friends and 



Participant Impact 

82% of program participants believe 
that art is an important part of their 

Art and Culture

100% of program participants believe 

that art is an important part of their 

culture.

Art and Community

“Art can help a community in 
many ways, such as UNITY.” 

– Thomas,16, Mississauga

“This program allowed me to 
learn from other’s 

PERSPECTIVES about art” 
– Ayana, 17, Mississauga

100% of program participants 

would participate in another ‘border 
crossing’ project activity.

Future Program Participation

90% of program participants left 

the activity with a different 

perspective.

New Perspective
“Art brings culture, 

conversation, emotions, 

brings people together and 

allows others to have a 

VOICE” 
– Ankita, 23, Mississauga

“Art contributes to a 
community by creating and 

sharing a message to VALUE 

and LEARN from others”
– Angelica, 39, Mississauga

“This program demonstrated 
different views and the 

importance of participating and 

being part of the 

COMMUNITY”
– Participant, Mississauga



Participant Impact 

Do you believe that ‘border crossings’ can have a positive impact on Mississauga?

100% of program participants believe that the ‘border crossings’ project has a positive impact on Mississauga.

“It's important to share stories and 
understand where others are 

coming from.”

“Mississauga is becoming more and 
more diverse but it is always nice, 

seeing/hearing stories and meeting 

people who share similar stories.”

“I believe it can be helpful especially to 
those who don't feel very 

comfortable/belong in Mississauga.”

“Through bringing cultures 
togethers, sharing border 

crossings, we can reinforce the 

benefits of a global village.”

“It introduces people to new views and 
open their eyes to new ways of 

thinking.”

“Absolutely, stories must be told 
and shared, lessons learned must 

be documented.”

“A great initiative to share stories, to 
overcome obstacles, in my particular 

case to open my eyes to the beauty of 

the multiculturalism in Canada and 

learning from other's experiences, even 

when they are different, we have 

someone in common we have crossed 

a border.”



Evaluated Project Activities
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Over a two hour workshop, led by artists Sharada Eswar and Sid Sharp, community members have been invited to share their stories 

and experiences with crossing borders - geographical, linguistic, spiritual and personal. Drawings, prompts, collage and non-traditional 

storytelling techniques were executed in a relaxed and conversational workshop.

Sheniz Janmohamed taught participants to make and unmake nature mandalas/land art inspired by the flora, fauna and landmarks of 

Mississauga. A mandala translates as 'circle' from Sanskrit. The mandala is often used a symbolic tool for ritualistic practices in Buddhist and 

Vedic traditions. Nature mandalas are created by sourcing found materials in nature and allowing patterns to develop through the act of 

making, rather than planning. Mandalas are destroyed/taken apart after being created, as a reminder of the impermanence of all things.

Mandala Make/Unmake Workshop

Comic Making Workshop (233)

Listening Wall (496)

This unique initiative allows participants to share stories that reflect on the consequences and possibilities of their experiences and connects 

their lives to the lives of others in the community. 

The following activities from the ‘border crossings’ Project allowed participants to express themselves through stories, projects and 

artwork. 



Activity Themes

Relationship / Social Skills & NetworkingRelationship / Social Skills & Networking

Geographical GenderAgeSexual Identity

DiscriminationSocial Inclusion Acceptance Relationship

Identified Participant Themes

Mental

Indigenous 

Awareness

A thematic analysis was performed on the previously introduced project activities (comic making 

workshop, mandala and the listening wall). All collected artwork, comic books, feedback and stories 

were transcribed and coded in order to determine topics of interests and key learnings from these 

activities. This data analysis allowed the interpretation of participants biggest “borders” in their lives.



Activity Themes

Relationship / Social Skills & Networking

Geographical Social Inclusion Mental

Participants frequently referenced immigrating 
to Canada, and the experience of leaving 
behind everything to start a new life. Physical 
country borders were perceived as one of their 
greatest life challenges for many but it was 
also an opportunity that was embraced.

“I crossed a border every day from the 
U.S. to Mexico when I was a young 

person. Today I live in Mississauga, 

crossing the boarder into Canada was 

one of the most exciting decisions for 

my life. I have crossed many boarder 

in my life… now this is my home.”
- Anonymous

“Starting school in Canada for the first time (grade 4) 25 years 
ago. Few ‘brown’ people in the class. I felt very alone. I hope 

my kids do not feel that.”
- Anonymous

Social inclusion and discrimination were 
prominent themes, whether it was due to race, 
being a newcomer, not having friends or the 
need of participants wanting to fully participate 
and be accepted in their general community.

“The mental borders that we create are 
more important for me because I think it 

affect many things in our life’s like our 
relationships with others and affect the 

natural borders that exist in nature.”
- Anonymous

Borders were not required to be tangible, 
participants also acknowledged borders 
experienced within themselves, society’s 
response to mental health or pushing 
themselves to step out of their comfort zone.

Discrimination



Activity Themes

Relationship / Social Skills & NetworkingRelationship / Social Skills & Networking

Sexual Identity Emotional

Emotional awareness through self-love and empowerment were present themes throughout participants stories, they were 
especially linked to sexual identity and gender barriers as participant shared their stories regarding overcoming their own 
personal borders.

Gender Relationship

Age

“Crossing the thickest border of them 
all…the border between childhood and 

adulthood, long difficult, lonely, black and 
white…relieving, liberating, relaxing…”

- Anonymous



Participant Testimonials

Relationship / Social Skills & Networking

“I was in the presence of some 
very brave women and it 

reflected throughout the 

session.” 
– Shelina, ‘border crossings’ 

“When one border closes another one opens”.
– Dhandevi, ‘border crossings’ Project 2019

“I thought it would be a boring 
session, but it was so much fun to 

write and share.” 
– Shantini, ‘border crossings’ Project 

2019

“Blurring the borders that exist 
between two hearts is the most 

challenging.”
– Cathy, ‘border crossings’ Project 

2019

“I was so attached to the Mandala I 
created, and letting it go felt 

uncomfortable. I want to learn how 

to enjoy the process of letting it 

go.”
– Participant, ‘border crossings’ 

Project 2019

“I now see how we can express a story I’ve 
been carrying for years in a few images and 

words. It feels powerful!”
– Participant, ‘border crossings’ Project 2019



Facilitator Testimonials
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“It was beautiful to see each and every one 
so engaged and willing to make themselves 

vulnerable to share their stories. The feeling 

of community was so strong.” 
- Sharada (Facilitator), ‘border crossings’ 

“The willingness of the participants to 
partake in making their Mandalas, the 

willingness to trust themselves and their 

own artistic practice and preference for 

materials. When I was creating the second 

Mandala with another person, it was 

incredible to see what we created together 

and how we got input and consent from 

one another on what to add and where to 

put it.”
- Keisha (Facilitator), ‘border crossings’ 

Project 2019

“The discussions were so great. It 
didn’t seem like they were so 

young, nice group of participants, 

every one expressed themselves 

so well.”
- Husam (Facilitator), ‘border 

crossings’ Project 2019

“At the beginning of the workshop, when the Artist Sid 
Sharp asked participants if they knew how to draw or 

had drawn before, not many hands went up. But during 

the course of the workshop and after, we had several 

unique stories captured in a comic format. The process 

itself was an engaging experience for the participants.” 
- Sharada (Facilitator), ‘border crossings’ Project 2019 


